APPENDIX	29S
between them and ego are the same, that is, SOSO (father's
younger brother) and ADZE (brother's son).
The classification of relatives expressed in using the same
radical in the terms of address may be different from the
classification given in the terms to describe relationships.
For instance, mother's brother's son is called by the same term
used for brother. But the former is described as P1AOGA
and the latter as AGA. All the relatives of descending grades
are called by personal names or by numbers, but they are
classified by the terms to describe relationship, one's own son
is NITZE, brother's son ADZE, sister's son WASEN, etc.
In this type of terms, decrepencies may be found between
colloquial and literary languages. A general distinction
between colloquial and literary language is that the former is
spoken by local people and the latter is written by all the
literate Chinese. Indeed, both of them can be spoken and
written, but in actual usage the distinction is on the whole
maintained. Although recently there is an attempt to develop
colloquial literature, in other words, to write in spoke form,
nothing has been done besides the Pai-hua actually the " Peking
dialect." On the other hand the literary language, which has
been used through thousands of years and by all the literate
Chinese, are expressed in system of written characters which
can be read differently according to local phonetic peculiarities.
It remains on paper and ready to be read. Since the grammar
of the literary language is different from that of the colloquial
language, the former cannot be understood by ordinary people
in its reading form. The literary terms enter in the spoken
language only in special context. The literary term for a thing
or a relation may be different from the colloquial term for the
same thing or relation. This difference may be illustrated
by the relationship terms. Take the term describing the
relationship of father as an example: the literary term is
FU, but the colloquial term in the village is JA, Moreover
the classes of relatives made in literary language may be
undifferentiated in colloquial language; for instance, the
relationships of father's brother's son and father's father's
brother's sons' son are all described in colloquial terns as
Z-ZOSHONDI (brothers of my clan) tat are distinguished in
literary terms as TONSHON and ZETONSHON respecdvtly.
I cannot in my present note discuss in full on the probtem
of the relation between the literary and colloquial

